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Abstract
Efficient error correction and key derivation is a prerequisite to generate secure and reliable keys from PUFs. The most
common methods can be divided into linear schemes and pointer-based schemes. This work compares the performance of
several previous designs on an algorithmic level concerning the required number of PUF response bits, helper data bits,
number of clock cycles, and FPGA slices for two scenarios. One targets the widely used key error probability of 10−6, while
the other one requires a key error probability of 10−9. In addition, we provide a wide span of new implementation results on
state-of-the-art Xilinx FPGAs and set them in context to old synthesis results on legacy FPGAs.

Keywords Physical unclonable functions · Key generation · Fuzzy extractor · FPGA · Hardware implementation

1 Introduction

Over the last fifteen years, physical unclonable functions
(PUFs) went a long way from an idea in fundamen-
tal research, e.g., [1–5], to commercial products that are
deployed in a large scale by major semiconductor compa-
nies, e.g., [6–8]. PUFs are a promising replacement for secure
key storage technologies in CMOS circuits in general, and
for security applications in lightweight embedded devices in
particular that do not have access to dedicated secure on-chip
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memory. While emerging nonvolatile memory technologies
such as magnetic or resistive RAM [9] potentially provide
new approaches to secure nonvolatile storage, PUFs have the
advantage that they can also be built upon default semicon-
ductor technologies like CMOS or implemented on FPGA
fabric.

Silicon PUFs evaluate manufacturing variation inside a
circuit to derive internal secrets [10,11]. As in any physical
measurement, we have to address two effects: determinis-
tic changes of the measurement and noise. The deterministic
change can be caused by environmental effects on the mea-
sured sample and the measuring equipment, as well as aging.
This can also change the distribution of the noise.Aswe focus
on the error correction in this work, we will abstract from the
peculiarities of specific PUF implementations and assume a
random variable as input with a given distribution of the bit
error rate of the individual PUF bits.

In the next step, algorithms for key derivation and error
correction generate reliable and unpredictable keys from the
PUF data. This is achieved by storing helper data that maps
random PUF responses to codewords of an error-correcting
code (ECC)where errors canbedetected and corrected.How-
ever, this helper data has to be constructed in away that it does
not reveal significant information about the derived secret.

In the following, we will introduce the criteria that will
be applied to assess the implementation efficiency of the
compared approaches. Figure 1 shows the three main criteria
under the assumption that the target security and reliability
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Fig. 1 Evaluation criteria for
secure key derivation with PUFs

level of the cryptographic key are specified by the system or
the cryptographic application in which the key is processed.

Wehave a classical time-area trade-offwith the helper data
as a third criterion. A next step is to assign an application-
specific cost function and define hard outer constraints that
have to be met by a design. This is highly application-
dependent so that we will assess the different criteria, but
have to leave the evaluation of the cost function and thus the
selection of specific solutions to the designer in the applica-
tion.

Chip area For a silicon PUF, the implementation cost of the
PUF and the post-processing are subsumed together as chip
area, or FPGA slices. Depending on the available PUF types,
the required area and also the quality of the produced PUF
bits can vary, so that cost for a required PUF bit have to be
weighted with its individual area requirement.

This leads directly to the trade-off between the number
of PUF bits and the algorithmic complexity of the post-
processing.

Helper data The helper data has to be stored perma-
nently in unsecured storage, and the cost of this storage can
vary greatly depending on the available technology. On-chip
NVM is relatively expensive and inflexible and has to be
considered at design time. In contrast, storing helper data
on a remote server comes almost for free. In addition, the
integrity of the helper data has an impact on potential helper
data manipulation or side-channel attacks, e.g., [12].

Run time As third criterion, there can be very strict or up to
virtually no real timing constraints, depending on the applica-
tion. For example, assuming that a cryptographic key can be
precomputed before the cryptographic algorithm runs does
not pose strict timing constraints. Again, the run time of the
PUF and the post processing have to be considered together.
In particular, for slow PUFs like the RO PUF, it might also
be relevant to consider pipelined approaches where the post-
processing can start the error correction even if not all PUF
bits are ready yet. There is typically a trade-off between area
and time, where this work optimizes for area.

An additional constraint that has to be taken into account
is the entropy of the PUF bits, that can be impaired, e.g.,
by bias or correlation [13]. If available, additional reliability
information can improve the error correction notably.

Over the last years, several approaches were designed and
implemented. Implementations based on linear schemes such
as the code-offset fuzzy extractor [14–17], the syndrome con-
struction [14,18] or systematic low leakage coding (SLLC)
[19] operate on algebraic operations. In contrast, pointer-
based schemes such as index-based syndrome coding (IBS)
[20,21], differential sequence coding (DSC) [22–24] or the
maximum-likelihood approach in [25] break up the linear
structure by referencing specific PUF response bits or chunks
of multiple bits. Later on, more complex code classes and
concatenation schemes were introduced to further increase
the efficiency of the post-processing, e.g., [26–28]. More
details on the different approaches can also be found in the
corresponding dissertations [10,29–33].

This work gives a broad overview over state-of-the-art
algorithms and their hardware implementations, with a main
focusing on FPGA implementations. Most previous work
designed the error correction to meet key error probabili-
ties of either 10−6 or 10−9. To cover a wide span of possible
underlying PUFs, we analyze schemes for average input bit
error probabilities of 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, and for the 10−6

scenario also 25%.
To give an overview over existing work and keep the

results comparable, we present results for a secret key length
of 128 bit. Physical attacks such as side-channel attacks
[12,34–36] and invasive attacks [37–39] are not considered
in this work.

Reusability [40,41] is another interesting and important
aspect which is still lacking practical implementations so
that we will not further address it in the following.
Four main criteria are applied for evaluating the different
approaches:

– The number of PUF response bits directly contributes to
the chip area or number of slices that have to be assigned
for the key generation module and thus directly trans-
lates into cost. Some PUFs directly provide reliability
information, while for others, it has to be obtained from
multiple measurements.

– The size of the helper data that is stored to enable error
correction. The cost for helper data bits is harder to gen-
eralize. If the helper data is transmitted from an external
source and time is not a constraint, the helper data size is
not a significant cost factor. In contrast, if the helper data
is stored on the device in a memory of limited size, the
cost can be significantly higher.

– The execution time in clock cycles is the third criterion. If
the PUF is not in a critical path it can almost be neglected,
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while it becomes a hard constraint if a key cannot be
precomputed.

– The area occupied on an FPGA, given in slices or CLBs.
Typically, various trade-offs between time and area are
possible in digital design. In this work, we emphasize the
size of the decoder and therefore put only a small weight
on the execution time, as long as it does not approaches
millions of clock cycles.

A variety of external influences poses significant variation
on the outer constraints and limitations so that the results
of this comparison can only provide a first orientation for
a practical implementation. The results still hold but the
implications have to be reassessed, e.g., depending on the
constraints on the PUF, the available area and time, provi-
sioning constraints, or the environment. Adding intermediate
steps and quantization such as in [3,42–45] fundamentally
changes properties again, which makes it even harder to pro-
vide general results.

So far, most reference approaches were implemented for
90 nm Xilinx Spartan 3 and 45 nm Xilinx Spartan 6 FPGAs.
This work provides additional synthesis results for 28 nm,
20 nm and 16 nm FPGAs to provide up-to-date information
for designs on recent FPGAs.

A recent focus was set on biased PUF responses [46–48].
As the ECC decoder implementations cover large parts of the
algorithmic complexity of the approaches, the ECC imple-
mentation results for similar approaches without debiasing
can also be used to estimate the implementation complexities
of future work operating on similar codes.

While most work using ECC focuses on secret key gener-
ation, similar approaches can also be used for authentication
[49]. Comprehensive analyses of PUF-based authentication
can be found, e.g., in [30,50].

Our main contributions are

– Comprehensive listing and discussion of the current error
correction approaches for unbiased PUFs for key lengths
of 128 bit

– Comparison of the state of the art approaches in two ref-
erence scenarios with output key error probabilities of
10−6 and 10−9 and average input bit error probabilities
between 5% and 25%

– Comparison of the designs on legacy Xilinx FPGAs and
new synthesis results for state-of-the-art FPGAs

Outline:
Section 2 gives an overview over key derivation and error

correction schemes for PUFs. Synthesis results for two ref-
erence scenarios are discussed in Sect. 3. In addition, new
synthesis results are provided in Sect. 4. Design rationals for
choosing a code are given in Sect. 5. Section 6 concludes

this work. Details on the BCH decoder implementation can
be found in the “Appendix”.

2 Error correction for PUFs

This section gives an overview over the state-of-the-art error
correction schemes for PUFs. Overviews that discuss various
aspects of error correction can be found in, e.g., in [10,11,
13,30,51].

We divide the approaches in two different classes of
schemes: Linear schemes are presented in Sect. 2.2, followed
by the pointer-based schemes in Sect. 2.3. Section 2.4 briefly
discusses different types of ECC implementations for PUFs.

If a PUF does not provide a sufficient reliability, the
response can be reduced to a shorter sequence by remov-
ing unreliable PUF bits through so-called dark bit masking
[52]. This reduces the information theoretically achievable
performance of the system and trades it for a decreased prac-
tical decoder complexity. Taking the required area for the
PUF and the error correction into account, this can be an
approach, designers are willing to take.

There is also a wide body of work that discusses how to
efficiently encode a physical PUF measurement to generate
a binary sequence, addressing mainly reliability and entropy
of the derived sequence, e.g., [3,43,44,53,54]. As this work
focuses on the helper data generation and ECC parts, all bit
mapping aspects are subsumed under the PUF and the output
is interpreted as PUF response in the following. Incorporating
the helper data into a specific ECC for each PUF, as it was
shown in [55] for LDPC codes, would further increase the
efficiency but is not possible for many use cases.

2.1 Notation

Functions are denoted by small letters, e.g., f (·). Line vec-
tors are denoted by capital letters, e.g., X and matrices are
provided in bold capital letters, e.g., G.

I is the identity matrix. G defines the generator matrix of
a code with the special case G = [I P] for a linear code in
systematic form [56]. P is the part of the generator matrix of
a linear code in standard form which creates the redundancy
while H is the parity check matrix of a code.

Algebraic Core A

SYN
ENC Helper 

 Data W

ECC
ENC

Random 
Input R

PUF
Response X

Secret
S

Fig. 2 Secret key and helper data generation with a PUF during enroll-
ment
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During generation, helper data W and secret S are com-
puted from the PUF response X and an optional random
number R, as shown in Fig. 2. In case of linear schemes,
the computation of W and S can be summarized by an alge-
braic core A [57]. In the following, superscripts are added to
indicate the lengths of the vectors.

2.2 Linear schemes

Several error correction schemes for PUFs can be subsumed
under the label linear schemes. They all compute the helper
data and the secret from linear operations on PUF response
bits, as discussed in [57]. So far, all schemes are based on lin-
ear ECCs [56].However, some approaches could also operate
on nonlinear codeswhichwas neither investigated nor imple-
mented so far, to the best of our knowledge. In the following,
we will use the parameter notation (n, k, d) for code length
n, code size k and minimum distance d.

Fuzzy commitment In the fuzzy commitment [58] by Juels
andWattenberg, a random input Rk is stored with a modified
error-correcting one-time pad such that it can be reproduced
later from a noisy version of the original input. The codeword
Cn of the ECC is computed according to Sn = Cn = Rk G.
Then, Cn and the PUF response Xn are XORed to compute
helper data Wn .

Sn = Rk G (1)

Wn =
(
Rk G

)
⊕ Xn (2)

A slightlymodified approachwas discussed in [59]where the
decoded random number Rk directly forms the secret instead
of Cn .

Sk = Rk (3)

Wn =
(
Rk G

)
⊕ Xn (4)

While the security of the original fuzzy commitment is
proven in an information theoretical setting, the more recent
computational fuzzy extractor [60] is based on a complexity
theoretical argument. The hard problem of learning parity
with noise [61] allows to create constructions without com-
plexity theoretical leakage. The generator matrix G of the
ECC, which is typically highly structured, is substituted by a
random matrix. The decoding complexity increases signifi-
cantly for higher noise levels. Therefore, a trapdoor is added
in [62] to identify reliable PUF response bits in Ynand mark
unreliable ones as erasures. This reduces the decoding com-
plexity on-chip, while the hardness of the problem remains
unchanged for the attacker. Another implementation can be
found in [63].

Code-offset fuzzy extractor The code-offset fuzzy extrac-
tor [14] is similar to the fuzzy commitment. While the fuzzy
commitment derives the secret based on the random number
Rk , the code-offset fuzzy extractor computes the secret from
the PUF response Xn . However, this change causes secrecy
leakage. Therefore, a hash function f (·) has to be added.
The helper data computation is identical to the fuzzy com-
mitment.

Sn =Xn (5)

Kk = f
(
Sn

)
(6)

Wn =
(
Rk G

)
⊕ Xn (7)

The code-offset fuzzy extractor was implemented several
times: The implementation by Bösch et al. [15,64] is based
on Reed–Muller, BCH and Golay Codes [56]. Later, Maes et
al. discussed soft-decision decoding of Reed–Muller codes
for an SRAM PUF on FPGAs [16,17]. Van der Leest et al.
performed a single read-out during enrollment and also use
Golay codes in their implementation [65]. More recently,
constructions with generalized concatenated codes (GCC)
were introduced by Müelich et al. for Reed–Muller [26] and
Puchinger et al. for Reed–Solomon codes [27]. An imple-
mentation of the Reed–Muller construction can be found in
[66].

Syndrome construction The syndrome construction dis-
cussed in [14] is based on [67] and requires linear codes.
The syndrome of the PUF response is stored in the helper
data so that no random number Rk is required. It is com-
puted by multiplying the PUF response with the parity check
matrixH of the code. Similar to the code-offset fuzzy extrac-
tor, the syndrome construction also leaks secret information
so that a hash function is added again to compute a secure
cryptographic key Kk = f (Sn) .

TheAEGIS secure processor bySuh [68] uses aBCHcode
and the syndrome construction. Also the PUFKY implemen-
tation by Maes et al. [18] is based on a BCH code and the
Syndrome Construction.

Parity construction The parity construction [69] computes
the parity of the PUF response and stores it as helper data
Wn−k = XkP. Again, PUF response Xk is hashed and output
as key.

Please note that P is part of a generator matrix with
G = (I|P) of the code while PUF response is multiplied
with the parity check matrix H in the syndrome construc-
tion. See, e.g., [29,57] for details. It was shown in [70] that
this scheme shows a weaker performance compared to the
other linear schemes. Therefore, it was not considered for
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past implementations. However, the work in [54] built upon
of this scheme as the other approaches are not suitable for
the newly introduced insertion/deletion error patterns.

Systematic low leakage coding Systematic low leakage
coding (SLLC) was introduced independently in [19,71] and
also operates on codes with systematic encoding. Instead of
storing the parity, SLLCmasks the parity bits with fresh PUF
bits to mitigate the helper data leakage. The secret and helper
data are computed according to

Sk = Xk (8)

Wn−k = XkP ⊕ Xn
k+1 (9)

2.3 Pointer-based schemes

Pointer-based schemes replace the linear mapping through
nonlinear indexing operations. This removes linear depen-
dencies between the secret and the helper data and is
beneficial for example for mitigating leakage from biased
PUFs [46]. Considering reliability information at the input
can give a bonus in efficiency at the expense that the enroll-
ment requires extra effort if the PUF outputs only binary
information.

Index-based syndrome coding Index-based syndrome cod-
ing (IBS) was introduced by Yu and Devadas in [20] and
divides the PUF response into fixed-size blocks. One block
is assigned to each bit of the codeword and IBS selects the
PUF response bit that has the highest probability to be equal
to the codeword bit. A pointer to this PUF response bit is
stored in the helper data. Selecting reliable PUF response
bits, IBS also reduces the average input error probability at
the input of the ECC decoder. It was shown in [20] that IBS
pointers do not leak information for i.i.d. PUF response bits.

The implementation in [72] evaluates anRO sum-PUF and
introduces syndrome distribution shaping as countermeasure
against machine learning attacks. An ASIC implementation
of IBS is discussed [73]. An attack against IBSwith non-i.i.d.
PUF response bits can be found in [74].

Complementary index-based syndrome coding IBS only
indexes a small fraction of the available PUF response while
a large portion is discarded. Complementary IBS (C-IBS)
[21] introduces an additional encoding step and encodes each
codeword bitwith a repetition-like codewith equalHamming
weight for encoding zero and one. In the next step, each bit of
the repetition code is stored as IBS pointer. A soft-decision
Reed–Muller implementation was presented in [21].

1 0 3 4

4c

16X

4u

4v

Fig. 3 Example for DSC encoding

Differential sequence coding All previous approaches
have in common that compact implementations can only
be achieved for small block sizes. Differential sequence
coding (DSC) [24] operates on one large block that is
searched sequentially for PUF response bits X that are reli-
able according to their individual reliability indicator μ(X).
Each reliable PUF response bit points to one code sequence
bit Ck . If the PUF response bit and the code sequence bit
are identical, the inversion bit is set to zero, and otherwise to
one. Figure 3 shows an example for DSC encoding.

The presented DSC implementation is concatenated with
convolutional codes with parameters (n, k, [m]). k input
streams are encoded to n output streams such that each out-
put symbol is affected by the previous [m] input symbols.
So far, only (2, 1, [m]) codes were implemented in the PUF
context.

Algorithmic descriptions of DSC can be found in [22,23].
The security of DSC was proven in [22] and the size of the
helper data can be reduced effectively by compressing the
pointers with run-length encoding (RLE) [23,75].

Maximum-likelihood symbol recovery While the previous
three approaches compute pointers bit-wise, the ML symbol
recovery by Yu et al. [25] computes indices to larger PUF
response blocks. The PUF response is divided into multiple
blocks and a part of the PUF response is selected depending
on the secret.

During reproduction, the PUF response is divided into
blocks again and then each block is compared to the helper
data. The position of the block that is the most similar one
to the helper data is output as secret. This approach shows
a strong performance for high input bit error probabilities
larger than 20%. Since the decoding complexity and the num-
ber of PUF bits increase exponentially with the number of
embedded key bits, this approach is only suitable for low
numbers of key bits per block.
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2.4 Error-correcting code implementations

Typically, the ECC decoder is the most complex module in
the post-processing of PUF responses such that it requires
special effort in design and also promises large potential for
optimization.Most communication use cases pose strict con-
straints on the latency and throughput of the ECC decoder.
This is fundamentally different for the PUF case, where only
one single key is reproduced such that the implementation
size is a critical measure and time constraints are typically
more relaxed.

Application-specific processors For a small implementa-
tion footprint, it is important to break down the complex
decoding algorithm into small steps that can be executed
sequentially. One strategy is to design a processor with an
application-specific instruction set. The generic components
can be reused several times, which leads to very compact
implementations. The Generalized Multiple Concatenated
(GMC) code decoder [76] for a Reed–Muller code in [17]
and the BCH decoders in [18,77] and the “Appendix” were
based on such a processor. Also the BCH decoder in this
work is based on this design.

Register reduction A second design strategy is trying to
minimize the number of registers, as a large number of reg-
isters also leads to a high slice count. There are two main
objectives: The first is to reduce the number of intermediate
registers by reusing themmultiple times. The second strategy
is to modify the algorithms such that the read and write oper-
ations match to access patterns of higher-density memory
such as shift registers and RAM.

The RM decoder in [66] breaks down the Reed decoding
[56] into small and regular operations using a ring buffer, and
the concatenated codeword is stored in RAM. The Seesaw
Viterbi decoder in [78] is also optimized for storing most
information in RAM with a compact data path in between.

3 Evaluation

The previous sections presented several helper data gen-
eration schemes and ECCs that are designed for different
scenarios. The scenario is defined by the characteristics of
the PUF, implementation complexity constraints and the
required output reliability of the key. Important criteria to
evaluate an implementation for a given output error proba-
bility are the numbers for PUF bits, helper data bits, slices on
the FPGA and clock cycles. In the following, we will com-
pare designs and implementations for different average input
bit error probabilities μ(ppu f ) for defined key output error

probabilities. We assume bias-free SRAM PUF distributions
discussed in [16] as underlying reliability distributions.

Designs are typically optimized for one use case with
given input and output error probabilities. We discuss in
Sect. 3.1 how the different implementations are compared
and how the results were estimated if no dedicated results
exist. The SLLC results discussed in [19] were generated
for a completely different scenario with a significantly more
reliable PUF [79]. Therefore, Sect. 3.2 puts the SLLC results
into context with the other results.

In the following, we will analyze two scenarios: The
results for a medium key output error probability of 10−6

are discussed in Sect. 3.3. Section 3.4 presents designs for a
lower key error probability of 10−9. The field started with the
mediumerror probability and as itmatured, alsomoredesigns
were for the low error probability scenario were presented.
Tables 1 and 2 show the precise numbers for the approaches
analyzed in this work. We cover PUFs with average bit error
probabilities μ(ppu f ) between 10−5 and 25% for the two
scenarios.

3.1 Estimation of implementation complexity

To be able to present a wider range of results, numbers were
extrapolated from reference implementations for additional
parameter sets. Once a parameter set is chosen for an imple-
mentation, specific optimizations can be carried out to further
improve the results.

For DSC, the results were obtained with the bounding
technique presented in [22].Only the 15%average input error
probability and 10−6 output key error probability data point
was obtained through simulation, as discussed in [24]. The
compressed helper data sizes forDSCwith run-length encod-
ing were derived using m parameters as powers of 2 and the
expected size. It was shown in [23] that only a small overhead
is sufficient to achieve high yields. This overhead will not be
considered in the following. m = 2 will be used to estimate
the implementation sizes and cycle counts. Larger m values
only cause a small implementation overhead. For results with
convolutional codes, the (2, 1, [7]) Seesaw Viterbi decoder
presented in [78] is used. For DSC, the clock cycle counts
assume that a PUF response bit is read in two clock and helper
data is written in a third. Theμ(ppu f ) = 15% and 10−6 data
point is taken as reference for the clock cycles and the other
values are extrapolated from there.

Wesynthesized theBCHdecoderswith the area-optimized
implementation discussed in the “Appendix”. Note that the
code parameters only have a minor influence on the size of
the implementation but the number of clock cycles varies
by orders of magnitude for increasing code length and
code distance. The SPONGENT (128/128/8) implementa-
tion published in [80] has an estimated delay of 1, 120 clock
cycles using 16 bytes with 70 rounds each and occupies 44
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Table 1 Comparison of different approaches with target key error probability 10−6 synthesized for Xilinx Spartan 6 FPGAs

PUF err. prob. Approach (+ Reference) PUF bits HD bits Slices Clock cycle est. Comment

5% CO + Rep(3,1,3) + BCH(255,171,23) [64]∗ 765 765 103 106,000

10% CO + Rep(7,1,7) + BCH(59,35,9) [64]∗ 2,065 2,065 89 68,000

10% DSC + Viterbi + SPONGENT 88 [24] 608 707 146 28,000 Binary reliability indicator

15% CO + Rep(5,1,5) + BCH(226,86,43) [64]∗ 2,260 2,260 107 365,000

15% CO + Rep(3,1,3) + RM(64,22,16) [17] 1,536 13,952 – 10,000 Soft Input Information

15% CO + Rep(8,1,8) + Golay(24,12,8) [65] 2,880 2,880 – –

15% C-IBS(9,4) + RM(8,4,4) [21] 2,304 9,216 76 9,000 Soft Input Information

15% DSC + Viterbi + SPONGENT 88 [24] 974 1,108 146 30,000 Binary Reliability Indicator

20% CO + Rep(13,1,13) + BCH(255,171,23) [64]∗ 3,315 3,315 104 118,000

20% DSC + Viterbi + SPONGENT 88 [24] 3,780 1,575 146 38,000 Binary Reliability Indicator

24% ML symbol approach + non-binary PC [25] 753,664 2,944 – –

25% DSC + Viterbi + SPONGENT 88 [24] 15,120 1,977 146 72,000 Binary Reliability Indicator

For the implementations denoted with ∗, we used a custom BCH decoder instead of the originally published one

Table 2 Comparison of different approaches with target key error probability 10−9 synthesized for Xilinx Spartan 6 FPGAs

PUF err. prob. Approach (+ Reference) PUF bits HD bits Slices Clock cycle est. Comment

10−5 SLLC + BCH(55,43,5) [19]∗ 165 36 43 23,000

5% CO + Rep(3,1,3) + BCH(127,57,23) [64]∗ 1143 1143 95 945,000

10% CO + Rep(7,1,7) + BCH(255,171,23) [64]∗ 1785 1785 116 1,843,000

10% DSC + Viterbi + SPONGENT 88 [24] 810 810 146 29,000 Binary reliability indicator

13% CO + Rep(7,1,7) + BCH(318,174,34) [18] 2226 2052 243 55,000

14% CO + RM(GCC) [27,66] 2048 2048 179 109,000 Error probability 1.5 × 10−9

14% CO + RM + RS + SPONGENT 128 [27] 1152 1152 – –

15% CO + Rep(3,1,3) + BCH(251,43,85) [64]∗ 3012 3012 116 1,843,000

15% DSC + Viterbi + SPONGENT 88 [24] 1890 1236 146 32,000 Binary reliability indicator

15% Optimized polar codes [28] 974 896 – –

20% CO + Rep(5,1,5) + BCH(243,43,85) [64]∗ 5020 5020 116 1,853,000

20% DSC + Viterbi + SPONGENT 88 [24] 7020 1852 146 48,000 Binary reliability indicator

For the implementations denoted with ∗, we used a custom BCH decoder instead of the originally published one

slices on a Xilinx Spartan 6 FPGA. To ensure comparable
results, all RAMs were synthesized as distributed RAM.

3.2 Comments on SLLC andML symbol recovery

Typically, approaches are designed to derive reliable keys for
mean input error probabilities μ(ppu f ) > 10% and require
more than n = 700 PUF bits to generate k = 128 key bits.
SLLC reduces the number of helper data bits from n to n− k
so that it only gives a small improvement for high error rates.
It was shown in [19] that SLLC shows its best performance
for low input error probabilities. The data point from [19] is
added in Sect. 3.4 for completeness. However, it is hard to
make a meaningful comparison to the other implementations
operating on completely different input data.

The ML symbol-based approach in [25] also follows a
different optimization direction. It assumes a strong PUF
with high error probability at the input that provides a large
number of PUF response bits so that the approach cannot be
directly compared to the other approaches in this comparison
either.

3.3 Syndrome coding and ECC designs for medium
key error probability

Several works such as [4,15,17,21,22,24,25] set a key error
probability of 10−6 as target error probability for the output
keys and presented corresponding implementations. Table 1
provides results for different average input error probabilities
that follow the distribution in [16]. The numbers of PUF and
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helper data bits serve as measure for the effectiveness while
the complexity directly effects the number of slices and the
run time of the algorithms.

The following candidates will be evaluated in detail in the
following:

– A code-offset implementation with repetition and BCH
codes was presented in [64]. The original paper only
shows numbers for Spartan 3 FPGAs. New Spartan 6
results are based on our BCH decoder implementation.
For SPONGENT 128/128/8 hash function [81], the
implementation presented in [80] was used instead of
the original the Toeplitz Hash [82]. Note that the code-
offset construction could be replaced by SLLC to reduce
the helper data size by the key length, i.e., 128 bit.

– A second code-offset implementation based on repeti-
tion and Reed–Muller codes is given in [16,17]. The
helper data is extended by reliability information on each
specific PUF response bit to improve the decoding per-
formance by applying soft-decision decoding.

– The third code-offset candidate presented in [65] shows
results for concatenated codeswith extremely short block
lengths using the extended binary Golay code, which is
also related toBCHcodes [83]. Creating soft information
in the repetition decoder and considering it in the outer
Golay decoder reduces the number of PUF bits by 38%
compared to hard decision decoding.

– C-IBS with Reed–Muller codes was introduced in [21].
It is a pointer-based approach and again Reed–Muller
decoders with soft input information are used. However,
the block lengths are the shortest in this comparison.

– DSC and a Viterbi decoder are another approach in this
comparison [22–24].While the soft-decisionRMdesigns
[16,17] and C-IBS [21] store precise reliability infor-
mation in the helper data, DSC only requires a binary
reliability indicator for each PUF bit.

Wewill use themean error probability of thePUFμ(ppu f )
as common reference to compare the approaches. Therefore,
it is plotted on the x-axis of all following figures. The other
measures are presented on the y-axis and given in detail in
Columns 3 to 6 in Table 1, and later also in Table 2 for the
second scenario.

PUF response bits The numbers of PUF bits are provided
in Figure 4. For 15% input error probability, the black code-
offset BCH point falls together with the code-offset RM data
point. DSC is very efficient in the middle area. It can also
be seen that C-IBS and the code-offset RM implementation
show an improved performance due to soft-decision decod-
ing. Compared with the code-offset BCH approach, C-IBS
achieves a similar performance with only 4% of the code
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Fig. 5 Number of helper data bits of different syndrome coding and
ECC approaches designed for a key error probability of 10−6

length in the outer code. The code-offset Golay design has
the highest number of PUF bits, due to the small code length
and the lack of the bit-specific soft information. The code-
offsetRM implementation ismore efficient through the larger
block size and by applying the more fine-grained soft deci-
sion decoding. However, DSC is even more efficient than the
other references in the 15% input error data points.

Moving to 10% input error probability, DSC requires only
30% of the PUF response bits of the code-offset BCH value.
Increasing the input error probability to 20%, the code-offset
BCH approach with a BCH code of length 255 outperforms
DSC with a (2, 1, [7]) convolutional code. Going to a more
powerful but also more complex (2, 1, [8]) code will reduce
the DSC error probability again.
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CO+REP+BCH
C-IBS+RM [21]
DSC+Conv

Fig. 6 Number of Spartan 6 slices of different syndrome coding and
ECC approaches designed for a key error probability of 10−6

Helper data Figure 5 shows the helper data sizes for
the different schemes. Here, the hard-decision approaches
lead to significantly lower numbers than the soft-decision
approaches. The code-offset BCH and DSC designs have
lower numbers that scale almost linearly with the input error
probability. The helper data compression for DSC [23] is
most efficient for high PUF bit to key bit ratios on the right
of the x-axis. The code-offset Golay approach also has a rel-
atively compact helper data.

In contrast, the code-offset and C-IBS soft-decision
approaches [17,21] have to store reliability information in the
helper data such that the overall helper data size is noticeably
increased.

Slices The slice counts in Figure 6 show the first part of the
implementation complexity. [17] only presents Spartan 3E
results so that it cannot be compared to the other approaches
in this comparison. Details on the corresponding architec-
tures and implementations can be found [21,78] and in the
“Appendix”.

The BCH decoder is based on a processor architec-
ture where the block size has only a minor impact on the
size of the hardware architecture. The (2, 1, [7]) Seesaw
Viterbi decoder is identical for all DSC results, keeping the
implementation size constant. The seesaw decoder benefits
from synthesizing the memory in Block RAM instead of
using distributed RAM, since about half of the module is
filled with distributed RAM. Therefore, the BCH decoder
is roughly 25–30% smaller. If Block RAM is permitted,
the more efficient results discussed in the Seesaw imple-
mentation [24] hold. Due to its small code length of only
8, the C-IBS implementation in [21] is both, compact and
fast.

CO+REP+BCH
C-IBS+RM [21]
CO+REP+RM [17]
DSC+Conv

Fig. 7 Number of clock cycles of different syndrome coding and ECC
approaches designed for a key error probability of 10−6

Figure 7 shows the cycle counts of the different implemen-
tations which differ by multiple orders of magnitude. This is
due to different code classes, hardware architectures and code
parameters. For example, the number of operations in the
syndrome calculation of the processor-based BCH decoder
highly depend on the code parameters leading to a significant
variation in execution time. The 15%data point is the slowest
in this comparison, because a length 255 BCH code with a
low rate is used, where many syndrome equations have to be
solved. For DSC, the decoding time increases linearly with
the number of PUF bits since the Viterbi decoder remains
unchanged. The Reed–Muller decoder in [21] is fastest due
to its small code length.

Trade-offs The radar chart in Figure 8 compares the data
points at 15%bit error probability. The values are normalized
to the maximum value for each category in the comparison
so that the most efficient approaches group around the center
point of the plot.

The DSC implementation is efficient in terms of PUF
response bits, helper data bits and clock cycles with a higher
implementation complexity as long as no Block RAM is
used. The code-offset implementation based on repetition
and BCH codes requires a large number of PUF response
bits and clock cycles but therefore provides fairly constant
and relatively small slice counts. Providing reliability infor-
mation on the input data as in code-o ffset RM and C-IBS
RM implementation [17,21] leads to an increase in helper
data size but helps to reduce either the number of PUF bits
or the decoding complexity. The code-offset Golay approach
promises a compact implementation because of the very short
codes, but unfortunately only ASIC implementation results
are available.

The precise numbers discussed in this section can be found
in Table 1 at the beginning of the section.
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Fig. 8 Trade-offs between different syndrome coding and ECC
approaches designed for a key error probability of 10−6

3.4 Syndrome coding and ECC designs for low key
error probability

In addition to the discussed results for a key error probability
of 10−6, several other implementation were designed for a
lower key error probability of 10−9. This improved reliabil-
ity can only be achieved by increasing the error correction
capabilities of the applied codes. These seven implementa-
tion candidates are compared in the following:

– A candidate based on SLLC and BCH codes was dis-
cussed in [19]. In contrast to the other candidates, it
was designed as lightweight solution for the extremely
low input error probabilities in [79]. Therefore, it is not
directly comparable to the other designs in this compar-
ison.

– The code-offset fuzzy extractor usingBCHand repetition
codes in [64] serves again as baseline reference.

– An optimized BCH and repetition code implementation
integrated into a standalone PUF key generation module
was published in [18].

– The design and implementation of a construction based
on RM codes with generalized concatenated codes
(GCC) [27,66] shows that the decoding complexity can
be reduced with a GCC construction by using shorter
concatenated block codes.

– The concatenated Reed–Muller andReed–Solomon (RS)
code construction in [27] is the first that shows the poten-
tial of RS codes in the PUF context. The designs in [27]
and [84] also discuss incremental improvements through
more sophisticatedRSconstructions thatwill not be taken
into account in the following due to their increased imple-
mentation complexity.

– Bounded DSC and Viterbi results discussed in [22] also
provide DSC results for a lower output key error proba-
bility.
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Fig. 9 Number of PUF bits of different syndrome coding and ECC
approaches designed for a key error probability of 10−9

– Recent work on Polar codes seems very promising [28],
but since no implementation results are published so far,
its practical applicability cannot be assessed yet.

PUF response bits Figure 9 shows similarities to Figure 4.
DSC only requires a small number of PUF response bits
for expected input error probabilities 10% and 15%. The
20% data point exceeds the code-offset Rep and BCH code
approach due to the rather simple (2, 1, [7]) convolutional
code. For 13–15% input error probability, the DSC results
are slightly better than the code-offset approaches in [18,26].
They both use roughly two thirds of the PUF response bits
of the oldest code-offset repetition and BCH implementation
[64]. The Reed–Solomon construction in [27] uses only half
of the PUF bits of the other constructions which makes it a
very efficient approach for this input error range. The Polar
codes in [28] provide even slightly lower results.

Helper data Again, the helper data size varies over the differ-
ent approaches. The number of helper data bits in Figure 10 is
equal to the number of PUF response bits in Figure 9 are equal
for the code-offset approach. For the syndrome approach and
SLLC, the helper data size is computed as difference between
the number of PUF response bits and the size of the secret.

For large input error rates, the DSC helper data size would
grow significantly. This is mitigated by helper data compres-
sion where the m parameter is increased in the RLE encoder
for larger μ(ppu f ). The maximum helper data sizes for the
10−9 scenario are smaller than for the 10−6 setting because
no reliability information is stored in the helper data for the
discussed schemes.
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ECC approaches designed for a key error probability of 10−9
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Slices The slice counts of the different implementations
are given in Figure 11. Again, the implementations of the
code-offset repetition and BCH, and the SLLC construc-
tion are relatively compact due to the processor-based BCH
decoder. DSC is slightly larger while the BCH [18] and
RM [66] implementations with large code lengths require
more than 200 slices. Again, details on the correspond-
ing implementations can be found [19,66,77,78] and in the
“Appendix”.

The best of our knowledge, there is no implementation
available published for the RS construction presented in [27].
A Reed decoder [56] was used in [66] instead of the original
recursive decoder in [27] which increases the output error
probability slightly to 1.5 × 10−9.
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Fig. 13 Trade-offs between different syndrome coding and ECC
approaches designed for a key error probability of 10−9

Clock cycles Figure 12 shows the numbers of clock cycles
on a logarithmic scale. The code-offset repetition and BCH
implementations are more than one order of magnitude
slower compared to the other candidates due to the compact
BCH decoder design.

Figures 11 and 12 show that DSC is both, smaller and
faster, than the code-offset and syndrome constructions in
[18,66]. The pre-selection of reliable PUF bits pays off, since
it reduces the required complexity of the subsequent ECC.

Trade-offs The radar chart in Figure 13 compares the data
points at 14% and 15% bit error probability. The values
are normalized to the maximum value for each category in
the comparison so that the most efficient approaches group
around the center point of the plot.

Looking over all categories, DSC provides a good perfor-
mance across PUF bits, helper data, FPGA slices and clock
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cycles. However, it requires that reliability information for
each PUF response bit is available during generation. Focus-
ing on specific categories, other approaches show a stronger
performance with the downside of weaker numbers in other
criteria. The numbers corresponding to the plots in this sub-
section are provided inTable 2.Optimized code constructions
with RS and Polar codes promise a great decrease in PUF and
helper data bits, e.g., in Figure 13, while the implementation
overhead is still unclear.

3.5 On the blessing and curse of reliability
information

In general, reliability information is helpful for decoding, as
it provides additional input and increases the probability of
making a correct decoding decision. The simplest way of
using reliability information is to take the reliability of pre-
vious decoding steps into account as it was performed, e.g.,
in the repetition and Golay design in [65] for concatenated
codes or in theMaximum-Likelihood approach [25] for input
symbols. In [85], the reliability of a decoded key was con-
sidered to decide if the key should be output or the decoding
process should be restarted with a fresh PUF readout and a
possibly more favorable error pattern.

Reliability information can also already be considered at
the input of the decoder by evaluating the reliability of indi-
vidual PUF response bits, e.g., the counter differences in RO
PUFs, or analog PUF values [3,44,86], or by evaluating the
samePUFmultiple times and applying amajority voting [52].
Additionally, in the decoding of concatenated codes the error
correction decoder can annotate its decoded output with reli-
ability information, e.g., in the form of erasure symbols for
binary codes as in [66], to support later stages of decoding.

If no online reliability information is available, reliable
bits can be labeled as, e.g., by applying dark bit masking
[52], by the indexing operations in [20,23,24], or even by
storing precise reliability values [16,17,21]. From a security
perspective, it is important to check if the helper data leaks
information, e.g., for biased PUF.

However, the extraction and use of reliability information
adds additional overhead that resembles in the effort of deriv-
ing the PUF bits and the ECC decoders, as well. Using relia-
bility information only adds a moderate amount of complex-
ity to the error correction decoder in the best case, but might
also require a full redesign of the decoder for others. Extract-
ing the online reliability information of binary-output PUFs
requires multiple read-outs, adding latency and additional
requirements on memory. Depending on PUF type and sce-
nario, the can add a significant delay to the extraction the key.

Generating the reliability information during enrollment
can also cause an overhead in terms of initialization latency.
This can have significant impact, for example when testing
PUF ICs with low bandwidth wafer testing and limited time

slots, or other hard provisioning constraints. Therefore, when
using the soft-input approaches [16,17,21] and alsoDSC [24]
with a binary indicator, the effort of generating the required
reliability at the input side also has to be taken into account
during system design.

This also resembles in possible code classes, as some
naturally support soft decoding, such as RM, Golay or con-
volutional codes, while it is more difficult for other, such as
BCH. The improved error correction performance can also
come at an increased implementation complexity so that one
has to compare the saving in PUF size to the increase in
decoding andhelper data effort. For example, implementing a
recursive soft-decoder [87] as in [17] has a significantlymore
complex control flow than the Reed decoder [56] in [66].

3.6 Helper data manipulation

The helper data must not leak too much information about
the derived secret, as it has to be assumed as public. However,
it does not have to be assumed write proof, e.g., if it is loaded
from an external source into the chip. In this case, helper
data attacks can bemounted that can have devastating impact
on the security of the error correction in multiple ways.
Obviously, helper data manipulation can mount a denial-of-
service attack and simply prevent the device from generating
the correct key.

In addition, the attacker can vary the input of the decoder
to mount differential side-channel attacks [12,35].

For DSC, pointer manipulation allows to reduce the key
entropy to one bit in the worst case without error correction.
This attack also relates to C-IBS, if more than one bit is
extracted from a block and can be countered if the helper data
directly contributes to the key, e.g., by XORing the derived
key with a hash value of the helper data [22].

Linear constructions, especially the fuzzy commitment are
susceptible to related key attacks [30]

For further reading, we also refer to [30,51] where helper
data manipulation reduces the complexity of attacking con-
structions with code concatenation and various helper data
generation schemes.

4 Implementation results on recent FPGAs

As the previously discussed implementations only provide
results for legacy Spartan 6 or even Spartan 3 FPGAs,
it is unclear how the implementations of the different
error correction schemes will compare in current technol-
ogy. Therefore, this section provides new implementation
results for the previously discussed designs. To cover mul-
tiple technologies, we synthesized results for three addi-
tional FPGAs of different FPGA generations specified in
Table 3.
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Table 3 List of Xilinx FPGAs that were selected for comparison

FPGA Family Device Fab (nm) Slice count

Spartan 6 xc6slx45 45 6.8 K Slices

Zynq 7000 xc7z020 28 85 K Slices

Kintex Ultrascale xcku040 20 530 K CLBs

Zynq Ultrascale+ xczu9eg 16 600 K CLBs

The results were synthesized with Vivado 2015.2 or
2017.1, while the old Spartan 6 results were obtained
with ISE. The optimization strategy area_high for synthe-
sis yielded the smallest modules for the Ultrascale and
Ultrascale+ devices. For the Zynq 7020 the optimization
strategy area_medium was chosen, as in most cases this
strategy yielded smaller modules than with the area_high
setting.

The transition from logic cells in 28 nm and above to
system logic cells in the Ultrascale devices added new func-
tionality and flexibility and thus generally leads to a decrease
in cell count.

Table 4 shows the cell counts over the different tech-
nologies and implementations. The BCH decoders in our
code-offset implementations are varied in their parameters
and therefore lead to a variety of results. For DSC, all designs
have the roughly the same size. It can be seen that the number
of slices is reduced significantly from Spartan 6 to Zynq and
again to the Ultrascale FPGAs. As expected, this decrease is
fairly homogenous over the different schemes such that no
implementation benefits significantly and scales better than
the other schemes.

In general, the Zynq slice counts are between 58% and
76% of the Spartan 6 slice counts. Most Ultrascale results
are in the range of 37–56% of the Spartan 6 slices. We have
two major outliers: The BCH (55,43,5) are almost double
the other implementations while the BCH (318,174,34) is
larger but therefore also orders of magnitude faster. This is
due to the fact that the original implementation from [18] was
used.

5 Choosing a suitable code

When it comes to creating a short-list of good ECC can-
didates for a PUF module, we give some practical design
recommendations to come to an efficient ECC implementa-
tion.

Even if outside the specific scope of this work, a good
characterization of the PUF concerning its entropy and reli-
ability is the foundation for all later steps.

Recommendation 1: Use all available information. Reli-
ability information helps to improve the efficiency. Using
dynamic reliability information on the inputs, such as RO
counter values or quantization information [44] allows to
assess the reliability of a specific value, especially when it
comes more or less for free at the input stage. Storing static
reliability information on individual PUF bits, as it was done,
e.g., in [16,17,21] also gives a notable benefit. Also, generat-
ing reliability information on an intermediate stage as in [65]
helps improving the performance. Going beyond pure relia-
bility information to higher-order alphabets and quantization
helps extracting more secret information [44].

Recommendation 1a: Rule out unreliable bits. Correcting
errors is expensive, especially if no reliability information is
available. Awide portion of the efficiency of theDSCdesigns
[24] is owed to the fact that a lower number of errors occurs
because only reliable PUF bits are indexed. By definition,
discarding information either trough indexing operations in
the pointer-based approaches, e.g., IBS or DSC [20,24] or
dark bit masking [52] cannot lead to theoretically optimal
results but can bring down the implementation complexity in
practice.

Recommendation 2: Large blocks improve the error correc-
tion performance. In general, larger code blocks achieve
error correction rates closer to theoretical limits. Given a lim-
ited amount of PUF bits, small blocks reduce implementation
complexity, but may not be sufficient to achieve the desired
reliability. Therefore, we only observed few candidates with
very small block lengths. For PUFs with very low error rates
(≤ 1%), already one single code blockwithout concatenation
can suffice, as in [19]. However, note that the implementation
effort typically increases nonlinearly with block size.

Recommendation 2a: Combining multiple small blocks
helps mimicking large blocks. Most discussed approaches
use concatenated codes [56,76] to create larger blocks. The
ensemble of designs shows a sweet spot between block
lengths of roughly 64 and 256 where the codes already pro-
vide a good efficiency while the implementation overhead is
still manageable.While simple concatenation as in older can-
didates such as [64] allows for a fast design, more advanced
concatenation techniques help improving the performance
further [26,27]. Therefore, it would be very interesting to
also explore the potential of GCC constructions for the 10−6

scenario andmultiple 10−9 data points in the future. Going to
RM RS with GCC gives an additional boost in performance
at the cost of complexity. On the other side, the short code
length of the Golay code limits its efficiency as outer code.
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Table 4 Comparison the slice counts of different approaches synthesized for state-of-the-art Xilinx FPGAs

Approach and original reference Spartan 6 (Slices) Zynq 7020(Slices) Ultrascale (CLBs) Ultrascale+ (CLBs)

SLLC + BCH(55,43,5) [19] 43 57 38 37

CO + Rep(3,1,3) + BCH(127,57,23)∗ [64] 95 55 35 35

CO + Rep(5,1,5) + BCH(127,57,23)∗ [64] 95 55 35 35

CO + Rep(3,1,3) + BCH(255,171,23)∗ [64] 103 67 57 54

CO + Rep(7,1,7) + BCH(59,35,9)∗ [64] 89 58 39 38

CO + Rep(5,1,5) + BCH(226,86,43)∗ [64] 107 67 57 54

CO + Rep(13,1,13) + BCH(255,171,23)∗ [64] 104 69 58 55

CO + Rep(3,1,3) + BCH(251,43,85)∗ [64] 116 86 62 59

CO + Rep(5,1,5) + BCH(243,43,85)∗ [64] 116 86 62 59

CO + Rep(7,1,7) + BCH(318,174,34) [18] 243 185 125 127

FC + RM(GCC) [27,66] 179 133 75 84

C-IBS(9,4) + RM(8,4,4) [21] 76 58 37 31

DSC + Viterbi + SPONGENT 88 [24] 146 101 64 64

For the implementations denoted with ∗, we used a custom BCH decoder instead of the originally published one

Recommendation 2b: Increasing the PUF size increases
reliability. In principle, adding more redundancy to an
error correction code increases the reliability. Simple code
concatenation can be applied to increase code size with
only minor increases in implementation complexity, such as
[18,64]. In reverse, if PUF bits are costly, a higher reliability
can also be achieved using stronger codes with better error
correction performance but higher decoding complexity, e.g.,
with [27].

Recommendation 2c: Plan rather more than too little error
correction. Error rates of real-world PUFs may divert from
their stochastic approximation. For scenarios that are more
focused on reliability, it is practical to add a small safetymar-
gin and choose a slightly more powerful error correction. As
improvements of the error correction increase implementa-
tion complexity and are limited to the theoretical channel
capacity, it is often preferable to increase PUF size instead,
as pointed out in the previous paragraph. For generic scenar-
ios with medium to high error rates (≤ 14%), the RM GCC
construction provides a good trade-off between implementa-
tion complexity and reliability.

Recommendation 3: Take advantage of existing resources.
Some decoder implementations benefit greatly from special
resources. For example, the Viterbi decoder in [78] benefits
significantly from Block RAM. BCH decoders can benefit
for example from existing GF multipliers.

Recommendation 4: Take advantage of code class proper-
ties. Encoders and decoders for repetition and RM codes
have lower complexity resulting in faster or more compact
implementations, but are restricted to certain parameter con-
figurations. Such codes are also more often used as inner
codes in concatenated code constructions.RSandBCHcodes
are more flexible, but may result in a more complex imple-
mentation. These can be used as outer code in a concatenated
code construction, as they can be constructed to an arbitrary
dimension that fits to any codeword size and only have to be
decoded once.

Recommendation 4a: Consider trade-offs in decoding algo-
rithms. For each code class there exist multiple decoding
algorithms with different trade-offs. For example, RM codes
can be decoded as generalized concatenated codes with
higher reliability [76]. This algorithm is recursive and its
decoding steps for a specific code parameter set can be
stored as microcode [17]. The recursive structure stores soft
information which results in a higher memory consumption
than using the iteratively structured Reed decoding [66]. The
middle way is to cut off some of the soft information with
intermediate hard decisions, as proposed in [27] as recursive
RM decoder.

Once a decoding algorithm is chosen, further implemen-
tation trade-offs can be made. While straight-forward BCH
decoder implementations show a fairly low run-time, the
application-specific processors in [18] or in the “Appendix”
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have a fairly constant size over different parameters but vary
significantly in run-time.

The output error probability of bounded-minimum dis-
tance decoders decoding up to �d/2� errors can be easily
computed. The error probabilities of other decoders can be
obtained through Monte-Carlo simulations.

Recommendation4b: Be awareof datadependent run-times
in decoding algorithms. Advanced decoding algorithms,
e.g., list decoding or belief propagation can easily show
data-dependent timing behavior, which typically speeds up
decoding but creates timing side-channels.

Recommendation 5: Ensure that the derived secret has suf-
ficient entropy. The helper data can leak different amounts
of entropy depending on the properties of the PUF, e.g., bias
or correlation, and the post-processing scheme. Therefore, it
is important to assess the helper data leakage and potential
losses [13,30,47,51] to ensure that the remaining entropy still
matches the security target.

6 Conclusion

We present a comprehensive overview over the state of the
art of error correction schemes for PUFs and their implemen-
tations, and provide new implementation results on recent
FPGAs.

The evaluation shows that the field matured over time
and more efficient solutions were introduced. However, the
approaches still have individual strengths and weaknesses
such that there is no one-size-fits-all solution.

The first implementations provide a solid foundation with
several options for improvement. The implementation with
DSC and a convolutional code provides a good general trade-
off over different criteria, but requires a reliability indicator
for the individual PUF bits. In general, reliability information
improves the performance. More recent code constructions
with RS and Polar codes promise a good error correction,
especially for low output error probabilities, but still lack
practical implementations to fully assess their performance.

We discuss design recommendations to support a designer
in selecting efficient algorithms and implementation strate-
gies under given design constraints.
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Appendix

A Custom BCH decoder design and
implementation

For the area-optimized BCH decoder, we implemented a
soft-core similar to [18,77], defined an assembler and imple-
mented the firmware [88]. Limiting the instruction set and the
supported types of branches allows for area efficient imple-
mentation.

A.1 Architecture

Figure 14 shows the overall architecture of the decoder that
follows a clear separation of addressing and data manipu-
lation. Datapaths to the control block are not included in
the diagram for better readability. Data is always addressed
indirectly through the address block, which, in turn, performs
calculations over the integers. The firmware is stored inROM
while the codeword and intermediate results are placed in
RAM. To avoid obvious timing side channels, all instruc-
tions have data-independent cycle counts.

– The control block computes, which instruction to exe-
cute next based on the current (branch) instructions and
contains of some comparators to provide signals for
branching and the program counter which either incre-
ments by one in every clock cycle or is set to an immediate
from the ROM in case of a branch.

– The instruction block then loads the requested code from
its ROM and decodes it. The opcode and immediate field
from the currently decoded instruction is forwarded to all
othermodules. The decoded instruction also contains two
addresses, used to index two words in the address mem-
ory. These are used as address inputs to select two data
words. Depending on the instruction to execute, either
the data memory’s write enable, the address memory’s
write enable or some control path is enabled and a calcu-
lation result or an immediate from the instruction ROM
is stored.
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Fig. 14 Processor address and dataflow graph

– The address block, not displayed here, is very similar to
the data block, with the difference of the arithmetic unit
performing different operations and the outputs of the
address memory also being outputs of the whole address
block.

– Within the data block, an arithmetic unit performs mul-
tiplications or additions in the field Fm

2 .

A significant part of the area went into the instruction
block, so we designed a custom instruction set that directly
interfaces the datapath multiplexers and write enables with
the instruction word without the need of any decoding.
Most datapath multiplexers are directly driven by the cur-
rent instruction word.

There is no pipelining and almost everything is combina-
torial to enable single cycle operation with most instructions
and reduce control overhead. Data synchronization is mostly
achieved by the synchronous write inputs of the RAMs, also
leading to a low register count. The support for procedure
calls has been dropped to eliminate the need for a stack and
any other connections between the program counter to the
datapath. Branching support is quite limited as well.

While PUFKY uses some additional means to reduce run-
time, such as a multiply-accumulate-unit, no such efforts
have been taken here for a low area footprint.

A.2 Firmware

The firmware is split into 5 algorithms, namely Input, Syn-
drome Calculation,Berlekamp- Massey- Algorithm,
Search and Correct Errors and Output.

– Input and Output contain simple loops going over each
codeword bit either writing or reading it from or to the
memory.

– Syndrome Calculation selectively sums over powers
of α. The result of the algorithm are the coefficients of
the syndrome stored in the general purposememory. Four
additionalmemorywords are used for buffers and powers
of α during algorithm runtime.

– TheBerlekamp- Massey- Algorithm for finding�(x)
is certainly the most complex part of the firmware. The
algorithm is implemented after the one shown in [76]with
some slight modifications. As many calculations as pos-
sible are moved out of the if-else construction to even out
runtime in both paths. In some places, additional opera-
tions were introduced to guarantee constant timing and a
loop was extended to make timing of all paths equal.

– The Search and Correct Errors part is very sim-
ilar to the Syndrome Calculation algorithm. This
architecture has been shown to be more compact than the
Chien Search for the processor’s instruction set. If any
power of α is detected to be a root of �(x), the corre-
sponding bit in the codeword is flipped. Otherwise, stub
operations are executed to not give away any information
by the program’s runtime.
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